
Going-to Future (Revision) (2)

Let's revise the going-to future!

     Use the going-to future for events in the future that are planned and you are certain they will happen. 
For example: I am going to play tennis tonight.
Form the going-to future by using the correct form of "to be" + going to + the infinitive of the verb.
Negations: I am not going to play tennis tonight.
For questions: put the correct form of "to be" at the front of the sentence: Are you going to play tennis tonight?

 
I am ______________ phone you later!
     go to
     going to
     going

 
She is ______________ go to the library.
     goes to
     going to
     going

 
It's raining. He _________ going to get wet.
     are
     is
     were

 
Are you ______________ write to him?
     going
     going to
     go to

 
You ______________ going to Jim's tonight, are you?
     wasn't
     aren't
     isn't

 
Our house _________ going to be ready tomorrow.
     is
     are
     were
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Going-to Future (Revision) (2)

 
We are going ______________ board games this evening.
     have
     to play
     do

 
Mum is ______________ buy me a new dress today.
     go to
     going to
     goes to

 
It is _________ be cold today, dress warmly!
     going to
     go to
     goes to

 
We _________ going to go swimming later.
     are
     is
     do

 
The laptop _________ going to be expensive. 
     do
     is
     have

 
Lucy is ______________ get some bread, we have none left.
     going to
     going
     goes to

 
It is not ______________ work, I know it.
     going
     go to
     going to
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